THE CLIENT’S (CO)EXISTENCE FRONT OF THE ERECTILE DYSFUNCTION: A CONTRIBUTION OF THE SOCIAL POETICAL FOR THE NURSING CARE IN THE PREOPERATIVE

Study about the imaginative sensorial perception of the customer face to the coexistence with the erectile dysfunction (ED) in the State Institute of Diabetes and Endocrinology (IEDE), RJ, in the period between 2004 and 2005. The traced objectives had been to identify the imaginative sensorial perception of the customer face the ED in the daily preoperatory; to describe as the experience of the social-communicator sense of the body reflects coexistence of the customer face to ED and to analyze these imaginary points to subsidize the sphere of the care in nursing. The theoretical referential privileged the corporal refusals and principles of social-poetic and body senses as theoretical categories and analytical. The methodology developed at six different moments was based on the analytical device of the research group. The production of the data resulted of the experience of the social-communicator sense of the body readjusted for this study and of projector Techniques of the geomythical places. The main results had pointed as analytical categories of the sense of vision: the (in)comprehension, (in)difference, (in)cautiousness, confrontation, frustration and incapacity. In the sense of hearing appeared the rejection, loss of self-esteem, self-image, hurt and support. In the sense of palate, the social sense, the confrontation, the defense, the disability and lack of affection had been predominant. In the sense of smell, the frustration contrasts with pleasure. In the sense of touch the disequilibrium appeared, incapacity that generates impotence. In the sense of the heart, the hope subsidizes rescue of the personal and conjugal balance. The main considerations detach the form of experience of the social-communicator senses of the body as a possibility of (re) size the care of the nurse in the preoperatory, from the reference of the proper customer. Through the form and of the principles and refusals of the social-poetic it was possible to identify in the manifestations of the imaginary a coexistence of the customer face the ED.
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